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About This Game

Battle Dome is a 5 v 5 competitive SciFi VR shooter (There is a mouse and keyboard mode, but VR is recommended). You
must work with your teammates to get to your opponent's base and destroy their core before they destroy yours. You must also
spread your team's color (if playing a color map), since you can only teleport onto your teams colored tiles. Battle Dome also

features trackpad locomotion, which can be used to any non-color map.

Battle Dome features 23 different weapons and 15 different maps. Some maps also have special rules, including anti-gravity, jet
packs, and bot opponents.

Battle Dome has 5 different PvP game modes:
Destroy the Core

Team Deathmatch
Capture the Flag
King of the Kill

You Only Live Once (1 life per round)

There are also 3 different co-op modes (including a horror mode).

Currently, there are 5 gun choices and 3 color gun choices., as well as a shield Battle Dome also features built in voice chat
(team and all talk).

Battle dome also features stat tracking and leader boards. Getting enough kills will unlock bronze, silver, and gold weapon (and
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glove) skins.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Battle Dome
Genre: Action
Developer:
Bad Bird Studios
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2017
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I selfishly want to recommend this game just to try to get more people to play to actually experience what it could be because I
really liked the idea and feel. But, I cannot.

I became enamored with the game over a free weekend. The sparsely populated servers with people as new and clueless as me
made the game seem fun and the three-something dollar price tag appealing. I bit.

Over the course of the next week or two the population disappeared. But I was able to learn the nuances of the game and
navigate the not-steep, but completely unexplained, learning curve thanks to spotty appearances of other players. This made the
game seem fun all over again. Over the following weeks I became comfortable with the game and really enjoyed the few times
another human was actually on a server. Some players were better, a lot were as lost as I previously was.

But in the end, I never witnessed a game larger than 2v3. Morning, noon or night. Any day of the week. Any server from West
to East to Europe to Asia. There just isn't people playing this game. Perhaps some games just shouldn't be open betas or 'Early
Access'? People were done and bored before it had legs.

Or perhaps other issues are really holding it back.

The learning curve isn't hard but requires other players to actually learn. There's documentation of what items do or how to
prime your two jumps. But nothing about the useful ways to use the items, tactics to employ, using momentum from
items\/jumps\/enemy fire, etc. All things you can only learn with a live enemy. And I still feel like I only really learned how to
play 1v1 and what tactics to use in that situation because that's all I ever got to regularly.

The devs have an idea of what they believe gameplay *should* be like if you read around the web some. In the perfect world all
the servers would be 5v5 and somebody would be playing "goalie" and people would pass the ball. Combine those Ideas with the
game that really does feel smooth and man that sounds great!

But the dead community means you'll rarely see 5v5 or in my case; never. I tried to play "goalie" in a 2v2 after I had read about
the concept on a forum. But it's just not a logical choice to do when you aren't realistically going to stop many chances.

And passing? That would make the game that much more interesting but the speed of the players (especially once powerups are
planted) makes that a colossal undertaking to time correctly. And because of this, nobody ever expects a pass. I never witnessed
anybody else even attempt one.

I could go on and on. Its a great concept that is fairly polished and fun in theory. But has a dead community and suffers from a
multitude of other problems. I could never recommend it even at the price I paid much less it's regular price. My twenty-plus
hours of play consists of maybe five with other players and maybe three of those five hours was "competitive" play rather than
goofing around. The vast majority of my play time was spent alone achievement hunting. The bots are awful.

If it gets lots of people suddenly, better maps (another issue I didn't delve into), and one or two other things I forgot to whine
about... And it's like $0.99USD. Consider it.. Good Jump. Solid Punch.
Sexy Game. V Nce.

love the die part.
love teh live part.
all parts ver y nice.. There needs to be more games like this.. This should not be on Steam.. the demo is confusing. a really fun
arcady game to waste an afternoon or two. definetly worth it, especially for this criminally low price. It had some good ideas.
Different social classes, fillable spaces between buildings? I get where it was going, but Cities: Skylines just does the genre
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better and is a better use of your money.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50
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The second Homefront: the Revolution DLC, "Aftermath", is out and has you back in control of Brady following the events of
the main game. Revolutionary hero Walker, who was captured by the KPA in the main story, is still creating Korean propaganda
broadcasts and you plan to free him and bring him back into the Resistance -- or eliminate him if he has actually turned traitor
to the cause.

Mechanically, there's nothing new to talk about here. The enemies are the same KPA you've always seen, the weapons are the
same (with a few shut off such as the mine launcher) and the maps are a linear set of streets and buildings. Though not as
obviously restrictive as the subway tunnels in "Voice of Freedom", there is still no open map or new zones as such although
buildings such as the radio station are new themselves. There's a wave fight with a small twist but not one that you're in control
of.

Like "Voice of Freedom", my "Not Recommended" rating doesn't really reflect the game play (which was fine; more of the
same) but rather the value for the asking price. Is an hour long DLC that brings little new to the game worth $6? I don't think so.
Is it worth playing if you already own the Season Pass\/Freedom edition? Sure. But the devlopers need to step up their game for
the final DLC to give it value that makes it worth purchasing on its own merits.. Another release by Rail Slave Games,
Snowflake Tattoo furthers the weirdness of the developer's games. You are a human\/bike\/robot going around a slave ship to
find 10 "dollsteak" while defeating or avoiding the robot\/people things with your sentient plasma gun. Once you have that all,
you can sell them to this "inter-dimensional trading post," and repeat until you find your sister lost in the slave trade. Overall, the
game is pretty good, but you need to be able to dedicate yourself to finding the bits and pieces of the story if you want to
understand the game.

If you didn't know already, any game made by Rail Slave is gonna be weird. And you need to be ready for that if you're buying
one of the games. The graphics are trippy, the stories are strange and confusing, and that's not for everyone, which is okay, but
you need to know that beforehand, or else you're in for a bad time.

The graphics are alright. The game is pixelated, which doesn't display too much detail, but that's alright because the whole
design looks nice enough. The music is good, fitting the game well, and many other people enjoy it a lot, so nothing to complain
about there. The gameplay is fun enough, with a need to keep moving while finding the dollsteak that appears throughout the
map while avoiding or fighting your enemies, which also appear throughout the map.

The story is a main part of the game, which you might not be able to pick up. The story really can only be found in the many
thoughts and ramblings of your protagonist that appear on the bottom part of the screen. Of course, Rail Slave Games can't just
lay out the story for you, that would make too much sense.

In the end, you need to be prepared to play something different, although this game has much more playability than the games
before. If you like spending a bit of time uncovering the secrets and story of a strange game, then dig in. If you're looking for
another run-of-the-mill indie game, then turn around and don't come back, this is not for you.. it says i played for 11 minutes
but it lies, i saw the word jump scares and closed the game instantly, closed the game in vr, it crashed and left a bug report thing
up for a bit

but if you enjoy forced jump scares and if this game is anything like the 2 other games they made, it should be acceptable. I just
played the game for 40 minutes, and I feel like I'm floating. Like when you return from a rough sea trip and your body has
trouble adjusting to standing on solid ground. Playing this game gave me the sensation of standing on a small raft, like the
ground was actually shifting under my weight! The gameplay is similar to that of the original wooden marble-maze: You tilt the
board a bit too much, overcompensate by tilting even more in the other direction, loses the ball and starts over. It's frustrating,
but no more than you still want just one more try. What sets this game apart from its humble origins is that you use your entire
body to move the board around, a much more physical and tactile experience. The environment and music track gives it all a
very meditative and relaxed feel. The physics felt pretty lifelike too. I just wish I had Vive trackers. Alas, the labyrinth itself
lacks polish! This becomes all the more notable when contrasted by the detailed environment. Still, Tilted Mind is a worthwhile
experience, solidly build upon the strengths of the VR medium.. Unpolished bundle trash. Lazy graphics, poor collision, no
originality.. A good attempt at creating a casual, puzzle game genre. Clearly great thought has gone into the puzzle aspects, but
for me, on the oculus rift, I felt it needed more polish. The graphics were indeed cute overload but the cat noises drove me to
insanity. An excellent first foray into VR games development but ultimately just not that fun. It has the potential for satisfaction
to be baked into the game mechanics but this hasn't been acted upon. I can't recommend this as it stands but I hope it get's
improved and I'd be happy to revisit it. I've recorded a YouTube review here -> https:\/\/youtu.be\/1kj1m9ZxURI
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. Deeply thought-out, dungeon crawler with extremely well-crafted combat and itemization systems.
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